Product Feature Sheet
Martin Mac 250 Entour
For more information on this fixture please go to www.Martin.com
Fixture Name:Fixture Type:-

Mac 250 Entour
Moving Yoke Profile unit

DMX Channels:DMX In/Out:-

15 or 18 depending on Mode
3 or 5 pin XLR

Lamp Type:Peak Output:-

Osram HSD 250w
5,000 lumens

Weight:Dimensions:-

22.4 Kgs
375mm(L) x 315mm(W) x 538mm(H)

Consumption:Fuse:-

1.5 Amps
6.3 Amps

Gobo Size:-

22.5mm outside diam. 17mm image diam.
(Max)

Features and Applications
The MAC 250 Entour is a feature packed profile with two gobo wheels, a colour wheel, dimmer,
shutter, rotating prism and focus capabilities.
Commonly used for smaller size venues these units are at home at dance parties, corporate events,
pub shows, school disco’s etc. They are a very popular fixture. Due largely to their compact size and
weight, they are a very user friendly unit, able to be rigged in many situations where a more high end
fixture is not suitable nor practical.
In 18 channel mode 16 bit control is available across the Pan and tilt, colour, rotating gobo’s, dimmer
and focus parameters.
Colour Wheel:-

12 colour’s including CTC + open. Full and split colours are possible as well as
the continuous rotation of the colour wheel to create a scrolling effect.

Gobo Wheel 1:-

10 interchangeable fixed gobo’s + open on a wheel that also has a shake function
for each gobo and continuous rotation of the wheel for gobo scrolling

Gobo Wheel 2:-

7 Interchangeable rotating gobo’s + open on a wheel that also has a shake
function for each gobo, indexing and continuous individual gobo rotation and
continuous rotation of the wheel itself for gobo scrolling

Prism:-

An interchangeable 3 facet rotating prism effect

Dimmer:-

Mechanical dimming 0% - 100%

Shutter:-

Strobing effect up to 14Hz as well as pulse effects, instant open and blackout

Focus:-

Achievable from 2m to infinity

Movement:-

540º Pan, 270º Tilt with both tracking and vector movement capability

